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FOREWORD

Classified material has been removed in order to make the information
available on an unclassified, open publication basis, to any interested
parties. The effort to declassify this report has been accomplished
specifically to support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel
Review (NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the low
levels of radiation received by some individuals during the atmospheric
nuclear test program by making as much information as possible available to
all interested parties.

The material which has been deleted is either currently classified as
Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under the provisions of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 (as amended), or is National Security Information, or has
been determined to be critical military information which could reveal system
or equipment vulnerabilities and is, therefore, not appropriate for open
publication.

The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) believes that though all classified
material has been deleted, the report accurately portrays the contents of the
original. DNA also believes that the deleted material is of little or no
significance to studies into the amounts, or types, of radiation received by
any individuals during the atmospheric nuclear test program..
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A1SACT

The f wmtion, groth, and dissipation of the visible

surface phenmena caused by an underwater ASROC explosion vere

recorded by means of technical photography from three ships

and four aircraft. Additiomal information was obtained

concerning flight time, sinking time, and miss distance of

the ASROC varhead and on the positions of ships and platforms

In the array.

A slick vas measured to a radius of 4200 feet, followed

by a spray dowe and cavitation pulse spray ring vhich covered

a 6000-foot-diameter region with spray. The spray dome

reached a m3d-m height of - and, about six seconds

after the burst, vas penetrated by plumes vhich reached a

maxim height of - and a maximum collapsed diameter

of 4300 feet. A second set of plumes appeared at about 33

seconds and attained a max:I height of* A base

surge moved about 6100 feet, upwind and continued expanding

in the downwind and crosswind directions during the entire

period of measurement, about six minutes. Residual patches

of the surge were visible for about ten minutes after the

burst. A foam patch was measured to a diameter of 11,600

feet and was still visible an hour after the burst.

Surface-phenmena measurements indicated a depbh of

bursi of 680 feet. No accurate yield was obtained, although



a yield estimate consistent with the radiochemical yield was

Obtained from the bubble period as determined from plume

trajectories.

In general, there was good agreement between the observed

dimensions of the Sword Fish phenomena and the predictions.

An exception vas spray-dome height, which was about double

the predicted value.
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PREFACE

Shot Sword Fish was an underwater weapon-effects test conducted
in the Pacific Ocean off the southwest coast of the United States in May

1962 as part of Operation Dominic. Sword Fish was the first fully opera-

tional test of the Navy's antisubmarine rocket (ASROC) weapon system in

which a nuclear war reserve weapon was expended. Weapons-effects in-

formation of importance to the advancement of surface-ship capability to

conduct nuclear antisubmarine warfare was obtained. An overall descrip-

tion of the test efforts and a summary of preliminary results may be found

in the Sword Fish Scientific Director's Summary Report (Reference 1),
which includes general information such as location and time of burst. A
guide to Sword Fish reports is included.

The successful attainment of the objectives of this

project vas the result of the combined effort of a large

mmber of people vho worked to fulfill the essential

technical requirements and maintain high standards despite

the extremely liuited time scale. Unfortunately, it is

Intossible to recognize individually the nyr people

involved. Such recognitio must be llmited to those who

made outstandin contributions; however, the contributions

of those vho remain anonymous were significant in the success

of the projeez.

Particular appreciation is due to the personnel of the

Aeronautical Photographic Experimental Taboratory at

Jdhmsville, Pa., vio assembled most of the Photographic

equipmentland designed and prepared the modifications, mounts,

electrical circuitry, controls, and power supplies needed for

use aboard the ships and aircraft. In addition, their careful

7



Processing of the films resulted in the acquisition of a set

of high-quality records -hich is superior to that usually

obtained in nuclear tests.

Many military groups and individuals significanty aided

the success of the project. A large measure of credit is due

LCm George E. Smith, the Technical Photographic and Air

Operations Officer of Joint Task Group 8.3, 'who arranged and

coordinated the many complicated phases of the photographic

effort. The skill of the flight crews of Heavy Photographic

Squadron 62 and the Third Marine Aircraft Wing, -who manned.

the photographic aircraft, resulted in the acquisition of

excel'.i-nt photographic records from these stations. The

cooperation of personnel of Light Photographic Squadron 63,

incluIng use of their facilities, also is appreciated. The

seventeen enlisted photographers vho maned the surface cameras

rapidly learned the opeartion of unfamiliar equipment and

carefully and conscientiously performed their assigned duties.

Personnel from the 'Taval Ordnance Laboratory also

contributed signifi.axt!.j to the success of the project.

John Arena and Francis X. Smith of NOL's Photographic Division

did an outstanding lob in operating equipment and providing

technical supervision 3f t"he Navy photographers. The

Photographic Division aJ.o furnished cameras and associated

equipment for use ii te -ield. NOL personnel who assisted

in the analysis and data reduction task included R. L. Willey,

Marjorie N. Coleman, 2-.,i Gloeckner, and Carl Dodge.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Shot Sword Fish of Operation Dominic was an operational test of the

antisubmarine rocket (ASROC) antisubmarine weapon (ASW) system. The

weapon was launched from the USS Agerholm (DD-826). It exploded under

water at approximately 1302 PDT on 11 May 1962 at a position about 365

nautical miles west of San Diego, California (Reference 1).

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The general objectives of Sword Fish Project 1.2 (surface phenomena

measurements by photography) were the following: (1) to record and

measure the formation, growth, and dissipation of the visible surface

phenomena, including the slicks, spray domes, plumes, fallout, base

surge, and foam patch resulting from the underwater detonation of.an

ASROC weapon (a glossary of surface-phenomena terms is included as

Appendix A); (2) to utilize the data obtained to estimate the actual

depth of burst, position of burst, yield, and bubble period; (3) to deter-

mine the location of ships and platforms in the experimental array before,

during, and after the test; (4) to provide surface-phenomena time-of-

arrival data at platforms and ships in the array for utilization by other

projects; and (5) to make the results available for improving

13
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the surface-Ahen scaling and prediction techniques which

re crnT-*e y e~eoed for establishing delivery and lethal

ranges for fleet mclear weapons.

1.2 ACKROUID

The term "surface phenomena" includes all of the visible

disturbances of the wter surface which result from the action

of an underwter ezplosion. Measurements of these phenomena

are iq~wbazz because they help delineate the operational ranges

for delivery ships and aircraft. Althou&h the plumes and domes

are capable of doing physical damage, the radiological hazards

within the fallout and base surge are usually of greater interest

became of the relatively large distances that can be traversed

by these phenomena, particularly when transported by the ind.

Measurements of surface phenmena are also useful for

obtaining informtion concerning the nature of an underwter

burst. For example, the depth of b-ust can be calculated from

measm'ements of the spread of the primary slick along the water

surface. The time of origin of a second slick, second spray

dome, or primry plumes, may be used to estimate the period of

the first oscillation of the e.plosion bubble. The initial

veitical velocity of the spray done is directly related to the

peak pressure in the underwter shock wve and can sometime be

used to calculate peak pressures, yield, or depth of burst.

14



Stensive photographtic coverage us obtained of the four

undewts'r nmIce tests conducted previously. These include

Test Bake of Operation Crossroads, a 23-kt device fired at a

depth of 90 feet in 180 feet of vater (Reference 2); Operation

Wg a, 32-kt device fired at a depth of 2,000 feet in 15,000

feet of uter (Reference 3); Shot Wahoo of Operation Hardta,ae! a

fired at a depth of 500 feet In 3.200 feet of wter

(Reference 4); and Shot UnbreUi- a Operation Hazttack, fired on

the bottom in 150 feet of water with a yield of

The existing theories and data concerning the surface phenm e

of underwter nuclear explosions are sumarized in Reference 5.

1.3 MSCRIION a' P CIENA OF IMP RSTS

The surface Itenmena of underwater explosions can be

divided into two min categories: (1) those produced by the shock

waves emitted at the tie of the explosion and at bubble uImIn ;

and (2) those produced by the mass-motion of the uter that

acc~anies bubble pulsation and emergence above the surface.

1.3.1 Shock-Wave Effects. The shock wave produced by an

underwater explosion propagates outward radially at an extremely

high velocity, which decreases rapidly, approaching the speed of

sound. Fer a nuclear burst, the following expression gives the

relationship between the peak pressure in the spherical shock

wave and distance from the explosion (Reference 6):

15



* 4.38 x

-Where: p_ = peak overpressure in the shock vave, psi

y = yield, kt

r a distance from the burst or slant range, feet

(There is some disagreement between the symbols

utilized here and those in previous nuclear test

reports. In this PCR, the usage of Reference 5

is followed. Reference 5 will become a chapter

of 'Underwater Nuclear Explosions" (DASA-1240)

which will have the standardization of terminology

as one of its objectives.)

Equation 1.1 is valid for peak pressures less than 10,000

psi. When the shock wave reaches the surface of the water it

is reflected as a tension wave. The intersection of the shock

front and the surface is visible from above as a rapidly

expanding ring of darkened ater, called the slick. The

velocity of spread of the slick is a function of charge depth

only, providing that the shock wave has slowed down to sonic

velocity and refraction effects are negligible. For this

condition, the equation for the radial spread is (Reference 7):

16



S2  2 d U t + 2 t 2  (1.2)

'Where: R - distance from surface zero along the vter

surface, feet

d - depth of burst, feet

U - shock front propagation velocity, ft/sec

t - time, seconds

The downward-moving tension wave is superimposed on the tail

of the positive phase of the shock wave. At some depth the net

tension becomes sufficient to rupture the water. The surface

layer breaks away, producing a region of cavitated water

beneath. This region eventually closes, producing a pressure

Pulse in the water. This phenomenon, referred to as bulk

cavitation, is of considerable interest in regard to damage to

ships.

In actuality, the underwater shock wave does not undergo

total reflection, but a portion of the energy is transmitted

across the air-water interface. The magnitude of the transmitted

air shock wave relative to the underwater shock wave may be

aPproximated for deep bursts (see Section 1.3.2) by using

acoustic theory (Reference 7):

1
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Where: p a peak overpressure in the shock wave, psi

p a ambient density of the medium, slugs/ft 3

a a ambient sound speed in the medium, ft/sec

Subscripts a and v refer to air and wter,

respectively.

When the shock Vave reaches the ocean bottom, it is

reflected as a positive wave which travels to the surface and

produces a secondary slick. Equation 1.2 may be used to calculate

the spread of this slick, providing the bottom depth is

substituted for the depth of burst. Complex slick patterns are

produced if the bottom is irregular or contains layers of

material vith different acoustic properties.

Shortly after the prlmry slick appears, the water above

the eplosion rises vertically to form a white xmnd of spray

called the spray dome. This rising spray results from the

particle velocity imparted to the water surface by the

reflection of the shock wave and the subsequent breakup of the

surface layer into water Jets and drops. Directly above the

charge, the initial vertical velocity of the surface should be

approximately equal to the sum of the particle velocities in the

incident and reflected shock waves, iiich are directed upward

18
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and are assumed to be equal in magnitude. At all other

positions, the particle velocities in the shock waves have

equal and Opposite horizontal coponents vhich cancel. The

resultant vertical velocity of the surface is, therefore)

(Reference 7):

2 (1144) PM Cos6
v 0 (1.4)o pvu

Where: V 0 initial vertical velocity of t~he surface at0

a point, ft/sec

6 = angle with the vertical of the line from the

explosion to the point on the surface

(The factor of 14 is included to convert the

units of Pm) which are in psi, to lb/ft2 .)

The ratios of the initial dome velocities along the surface

to the initial velocity at surface zero are independent of the

yield and min be utilized to estimate the depth of an explosion

by means of the following expression (Reference 8):

v (R) V (0) [1 +( T10  (1.5)

here: V (R) n initial spray velocity at a given dome radius,

R,ft/sec

V (o) u initial spray velocity at surface zero,
0

ft/sec

19
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The rise of the spray in the doe can soetimes be

represented by a parabolic expression of the folowing frm

(Reference 9):

h - V t - ft2  (1.6)

Where: h - height of spray doe, feet

f - retardation coefficient, ft/sec2

Consequently, the mximm dome height can be calculated

fro:

V 2

h (1.7)

The values of f for a deep burst are given approxifttely

by (Reference 4):

f 30e'- 5 R/d

The equation of motion for a mater drop vhich is given

an upwmrd vertical velocity and decelerates because of gavity

and taotmpheric resistance is (Reference 5):

20
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, - g - 4.94 x 1 3 d 1 '8 4v 1.16 (1.9)

Where: v - velocity of water drop, cm/sec

g - acceleration due to gravity, cm/sec
2

d - drop diameter, cm

Solutionsof Equation 1.9 in terms of height and time are

similar to spray dame height-versus-time curves. A comparison

of curves with the same initial velocity provides an estimate

of the size of water drops in a spray dome.

The maxim extent of the spray from a nuclear burst

my be estimated from the following expression (Reference 4):

-85.3 -0.02 d (1.10)

1.3.2 Mass-Motion Effects. If an explosion occurs at a

deep position, the gaseous explosion products push the

surrounding water radially outward at a high velocity. The

interface continues accelerating outward until the bubble

Pressure is equal to that of the hydrostatic pressure.

Because of the inertia of the ater, however, the bubble

continues expanding until the pressure difference brings it to

a stop. At this time the pressure of the gas is u.ich lover than

the hydrostatic pressure, and the bubble contracts. It reaches

21
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a In m size, at which an abrupt reversl of otion occurs

and a pressure ive is emitted. This pressure vave is referred

toa s the first bubble pulse and the time at 'which it occurs is

termed the first bubble period.

The collapse or contraction of the bubble to its minim=

size is not uniform in all directions because of the difference

in hydrostatic pressure on the various parts of the bubble. The

bubble motion is greatest at the bottan and least at the top. In

fact, the bottom of the bubble my impinge on the top and penetrate

the water above the bubble in the form of a Jet. At the time of

the minimmu the bubble has the shape of a torus; however, it

expands again into a roghly spherical shape.

F During the collapse and re-expansion phase the bubble

migrates upward. The bottom shows the greatest upward motion

during the collapse,and the top shows the greatest upward motion

during the expansion. The total motion occurs during a

relatively brief period before and after the time of the bubble

minimum. The bubble continues to pulsate and migrate upward

until it reaches the water surfaceor until its energy is

dissipated or transferred to the surrounding vater.
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The mximum bubble radius is (Reference 10):

A - 1500 
()

Where: A - mdimm bubble radius, feet

Z a total hydrostatic pressure at depth of

burst, feet of mter

The expression for the period of the first pulsation, from

the time of detonation until the .lniv.am size is attainied. is

(Reference 10):

T 1 55/3 El-00AMA(132

Where: T1  - first bubble period, seconds

The uprd migration of a nuclear bubble from the tive at

burst until it re-expands to the second mxisum radius my be

estimted by means of the following expression (Reference 10):

A Z

d

The maximum bubble radius, period, and migation during

subsequent pulsations may be calculated by the methods presented

in Reference 10.

The gases within a nuclear bubble consist primari.ly of stem

Produced by the vaporization of the surrounding wter. The ltber
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is continuously vaporized iftile the bubble eziapds an the

interface is transferred from one set of particles to another.

The surface of the bubble is probably not sharply defined,

since the density of the moist steam at the interface should

be the sam as that of the surrounding medium (Reference 10).

A nuclear bubble loses energ not only in oscillation and

migration, but also because of the condensation of steam. Its

oscillations are therefore rapidly damped. Results from Wigwm

and model experiments with steam bubbles indicate that a mclear

bubble will not undergo mare than three oscillations (Reference 6).

Although the shock-wave effects at the water surface change

gadually if the depth of burst is increased or decreased, the

phenm na produced by an explosion bubble as it oscillates and

migrates upward may vary drastically with relatively small changes

in burst depth. The behavior of the surface is therefore

discontinuous in nature and can best be studied by treating each

range of depths separately. A cemplete discussion of these

ranges is given in Reference 5; only a brief description of the

phenomena for the range within hich Sword Fish occurred is

presented here.

The Sword Fish burst occurred at a depth of about BO feet and had

a yield of possibly _ This depth of burst and yield

classify the shot as a deep burst. The shallow limit of this
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range is defined as the depth at which the 
bubble becomes

tangent to the original water surface at its first maximum

expansion. This depth may be deterr-ined by setting Ama and

Z equal to d in Equation 1.11 and is ,Reference 5):

d a 240 Y !..

The deep limit of this region is where the bubble ceases

to exist in an oscillating form. This occurs after three

oscillations and is given by (Reference 10):

d - 600 Y (1.15)

For Sword Fish, d/Yl/4 is approximately

When -n explosion bubble collapses to a minnmm sizethe pressure

'Wave which - is generated also may produce a slick and

spray dome at the surface. The actual approach of a bubble

toward the surface, and its arrival and emergence produce a

violent upheaval of the water, 'which is thrown --,wrd and outward

in the form of plumes. A roughly hemispherical mass of plumes is

epected to form after a deep burst.

1.3.3 Visible Base Surge. The plumes produced by the

emergence of the bubbl- at the water surface break up into-spray

as they spread outward. When they collapse, the spray continues

to move radially along the water surface as an expanding toroid.
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This expanding aerosol is called a base surge. Because of

the high concentration of spray droplets, air and possibly

gaseous ex,:>jsion products are entrained, and the mixture behaves

initially in the same manner as a dense homogeneous fluid.

Following a nuclear burst, a portion of the radioactive

fission products enters the base surge. When the water

evaporates, the fission products remain as an invisible cloud,

or aerosol, *ich continues to expand. The surge is readily

transported by the wind. The wind eventually has a pronounced

retarding effect in the upwind direction and the entire surge

cloud drifts in the direction of the surface or near-surface

winds.

During the early expansion of the surge the main forces

governing its flow are inertia and gravity. Froude scaling

parameters may therefore be used to reduce the motion for

expliosns of different mitudes. In Froude scaling, the

time scale factor is equal to the square root of the length

scale factor. A more camplete discussion of base-surge scalIng

is given in Reference 5. For the deep-burst category the length

scale factor employed is the maximum bubble radius, A , as

given by Equation 1.ll. The prototype used for scaling base-

surge dimensions in this range is Shot Wahoo of Operation

Hardtack. Wahoo surge crosswind radius and time dimensions have
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been reduced by the calculated Wahoo Aaximm bubble radius

and its square root, respectively. Thus the crosswind growth

of a deep burst may be obtained by multiplying the reduced

Wahoo surge dimensions by the calculated maximum bubble radius

.and its squre root. The downwind extent is obtained by adding

the wind speed to the crosswind curve. The upwind extent is

more difficult to determine; it generally lies between the

curves obtained by subtracting one-half the wind speed and the

full wind speed from the crosswind curve.

After the primary plumes have collapsed, the oscillation

of the disturbed water surface my produce a second upheaval

uhich is large enough to generate secondary plumes. These

plumes My form a second surge, smaller than the first, vhich

also spreads outward and later merges with the first.

The continued rise and fall of the surface generates a

train of surface waves, which is initially obscured by the

base surge. The waves overtake and pass the surge when it

slows down.

When the motion of the surface ceases, a roughly circular

area of foam remains visIble for possibly 30 minutes. The foam

Patch eXands slowly; its edge probably indicates the extent of

residual contamination in the water.
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CHAPM 2

PROCEDURE

2.1 GUIDIN PRDnW

Because of th* expected similarity betvaen Svwd Fish and

Shot Wahoo of peration Hardtack. the Wahoo surface-phenwna

aeasfiements were used. in the preliminary prepuratio for the

technical hotographic coverage. Subsequently, these predictions

were refined by using the prediction techniques given in

Reference 4. For planng purposes it vas assumed that the winA

speed would be betwen 5 and 15 knots and that the base surge

would drift with the wind and be visible for up to 20 mitntes

after the burst. It was also assumed that the array vu2A be

towed into the wind.

2.2 TECTHNICAL PHOTOGRAPHIC COIYEUA

The instrumentation for this project consisted of tlnme

technical photography. Because of the wide range in size and

rates of growth of the various phenmena, and also because of

the lack of sw.-mt ry of mvry of the phenomena, a relatively

large mmber of cmeras of differing speeds and fields of view

was required. Ln addition, it was necessary to allow for

uncertainties in yield, depth of burst, and location of the

burst relative to the target.
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Te rIo;tographic plan vs devised with the idea of

providing a t least two cameras as primy sources of data for

each of the various phienomena. While other records could be

used if these cmera failed, the data obtained would be less

accuate.

Initially, three aircraft camera stations and three ship

stations were proposed. In the plannin stage, one proposed

aircraft, in a planned circular flight path at an altitude of

2,000 feet and a horizontal range of 30,000 feet, uas eliminated.

The reini stations were considered to be a uinium for

successful attainment of the objectives of the project.

The positions of the various camera stations at the time

Of burst are given n Table 2.1 and are shown graphica&l' in

Figure 2.1. Station A-I consisted of two jet photographic

aircraft (A3D-2P) containing duplicate cama equipment in order

to increase the probability of attaining high-speed photograly

Of the early spread of the slick from a position directly above

surface zero and also to iLnimlze the time intervals during

'Which aircraft would not be vertically above the towed arrq:.

These are referred to as Stations A-lA and A-IB. Camera data

for these two stations are given in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. All

ca"eras were aimed verticzlly downward, except for the T-3.

cameras, Vhich were aimed obliquely. The T-U1's contained

clocks and were used prinarily for timing purposes.
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At the time of burst, these aircraft were flying at an

altitude of 20,000 feet and at a heading of 330 degrees True

with a drift of 15 degrees to the right. Their speed was about

200 knots, and they were separated by a distance of 2,100 feet.

station A-A was approximately 3,200 feet beyond surface zero,

and Station A-lB was approximately 1,100 feet beyond surface

zero,

Each aircraft rode additional passes over the towed array.

The times, altitudes, and headings for these passes are sumarized

in Table 2.4. The times of the first three passes for each air-

craft were obtained from cameras containing clocks, &ile the

times of the subsequent passes are values recorded by the photo-

navigator of each aircraft. Readings and altitudes were also

recorded by the photnavigators, but in most cases these values

have been verified or corrected by observing the known

potitions and sizes of objects visible on the photographic

records. The A-lB aircraft conducted the pre-test mapping

run at an altitude of 7,000 feet and the A-1A aircraft

conducted the post-test mapping run at an altitude of 10,000 feet.

Station A-2 consisted of two R5D (Douglas DC-4) aircraft

to provide adequate space for the mountin of the seven cameras

required at this position. These are referred to as Stations

A-2C and A-2D. The aircraft were expected to maintain a speed

of about 120 .ots, circle the array at an altitude of 10,000

feet and a horizontal range of 30,000 feet, and aintain a
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separation angle of about 45 degrees. Power for the cameras

was provided by eight 24-volt vet-cell batteries in a series-

parallel arrangement, with a maximum output of 96 volts. The

cameras in the A-2C aircraft were on a single mount so they

could be operated by a single photographer. The cameras in the

A-2D aircraft, however, were aimed separately. Camera data for

these stations are given in Table 2.5.

The final positions of the surface camera stations were

established to a large extent by safety considerations and the

locations of ships placed for other purposes. Station S-I vas

located on the USS Molala (ATF-106), the fleet tug Aiich towed

the array. At the time of burst, this ship was located 19,100

feet from the burst at a bearing of 338 degrees True.

Station S-2 was located on the forecastle of the USS Hopewell

(DD-681). The primary purpose of this ship was to track submarine

simulators by means of sonar for Project 1.3. It as headed

almost directly at surface zero at the time of burst and

subsequently maneuvered to evade the base surge and also to

recover the simulators. A position-vs-time plot of the Hopewell

is shown in Figure 2.2. At the time of burst, the Hopewell was

12,300 feet from surface zero at a true bearing of 19.5 degrees.

In addition, this ship tracked the two R5D photo aircraft by

means of its fire control radar (see Section 2.7).
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Station S-3 vas located on the starboard side of the USS

Monticello (ISD-35). At the time of lrrst this ship Mas

23,600 feet from surface zero at a true bearing of 252 degrees.

With the exception of Station S-2, the motion of the ships

relative to surface zero is believed small and is neglected in

the measurements.Camera data for the ship camera stations are

given in Tables 2.6 through 2.2. All cameras were battery powered,

using the same system employed in the R5D's, because of the

possibility of power failure aboard ship if the circuit breakers

were knocked out by the shock waves.

Personnel at the Naval Ordnance laboratory (NOL) were

responsible for establishing the technical photographic

requirements. This included planning the technical photography,

incorporating the requirements of other projects into the

coverage, and assuring that the necessary photographic

requirements were being met when changes were made in the overall

operational plan. The acquisition of cameras and photographic

aircraft, and the assignment of technical personnel other than

those frco NOL, were arranged by Joint Task Group (JTG) 8.3.

Aircraft operations and the coordination of all technical

photographic activities were also the responsibility of JTG 8.3.

The Aeronautical Photographic Experimental Laboratory (APEL) of

the U. S. Naval Air Development Center, Jchnsville, Pennsylvania,

was responsible for the preparation of the photographic stations.
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This included the amerbsu3 and calibration ao as 50 cmus

froa various N~n1 *stablishmenta the procurement of Mape

the 3mlmting of cameas in the aircraft, the design and

installationl of timing system in msW of the cmeas, and the

design and fabrication of control and power circuitry for a&U

stations. This ws accomlished In a period of apprately

two umiths. In addition,, APEL furnished six people for the&

field lilase of Swod Fish andasftei' the shot, developed and mae

Positive projection prints of all the blacka-azd-*Ite motion-

Picdur film.fa

All cameas aboard the ships vee -m-L11 aimed. Seventeen

thisP~r0*e Tw Vht~g~hes fom OL lsoparticipated In

fr= et* nt 5, HYY PotoSquadron Sixty-Tio (VFP-62),

Ja~s~nilly Foria. he 5Daircraft vee from, Marine Aircraft

'Repa-ir Squadron 3.ThrMaieAircraft Wing, Zl Toro,

Calif ornia. The aircraft operated out of the Nawa Air Station,

)4 irazar, San Diego, Caliornia.

x 2.3 SUPPORT MREM~'MS

SUPPOrting environmental data vere requested to properly

evaluate the information obtined by photography. These

inlcluded the following mteorological data: (1) tese ratir e,
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relative humidity, barmetric pressure, wind speed, and wind

direction from Vhe Surface to an altitude of at least 5,000

feet; and (2) visual observa-ions of cloud cover and masured

cload heights. The follmW oceanographic data we also

requested: (1) water te~wature and salinity to the depth of

burst; ( , depth of the bottom; and (3) bottom contaws in the

vicinity of the test. The pertinent informtion available is

smmarized in Appendix B. Additional infornation is also given

in Reference 1.

Radar tracking of the ships and aircraft with radarscope

or radar panel photography wa also requested in order to obtain

a permaent record of the locations of the camera stations and

other elements of the array.

2.4 SflCIAL PHOID0( PC OaEff0

Unique problem were encountered in the development of the

photographic procedures. These arose because of such factors as

the unknovn location of surface zero, the uncertain time of burst,

the constant motion of all cameras, and the possibility of an

accidental ar burst.

No long-focal-lngth lenses were used, except for npping

purposes, because the cameras were not fixed and surface zero

was not known beforehand with precision. Because of the need

for photographs from directly above surface zero when the burst

occurred, the countdown was taken over at H-30 seconds by the
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pstmiigatr cf the lead A3D, Aho established the missile

launch time on the basis of the aircraft's position and speed.

The countdoln vas held at this time for &prw~mte3y (me and

one-half mizutes to allow the aircraft to attain the proper

Position. The countdown vas then resumd. Cameras were started

at launch time, except for the high-speed Millikens and Fastax,

iAich started 30 seconds after the launch occurred. The burst

vas expected to occur approximtely 4O seconds after the missile

vis launched.

Because of the possibility of an accidental air burst,

safety procedures vere established to protect the photographers'

eyes from retinal burns. It was decided that all photographic

Personnel would either year high-density goggles, cover their

eyes, Or use an Infrared Viewing Set (AN/SAR-4A) during the

Period from H-10 seconds until it was certain the arhead entered

the water. The observation of the splash vas to be mde with a

closed-circuit remotely-operated television camera on the firing

ship and was to be announced as part of the countdown.

Photographers trained their cameras at the target prior to

R-1O seconds, took protective action until after the splash (a

Period of about 40 seconds), and then re-aimed the caeras. As

the ships were rolling and possibly yawing, this resulted in

BOne cameras being improperly aimed when the burst occurred.
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Pre-test experiments indicated that it was not possible

to aim the cameras accurately with high-density goggles or

Infrared Viewers. However, the latter were used. to observe the

launch of the missile. This provided a visual backup in case

the countdown was not heard at the camera stations.

As the target raft was small (13 by 13 feet) and of low

silhouette, four Mark 28 Mod 0 Target Flares were ignited on the

target by radio signal to provide improved visibility for

photographers between the launch time and burst time. These

flares were visible through the Infrared Viewers as well as to

the uncovered eye.

2.5 ESUMS OF PHOI0MMAPHIC EFFCFT

Only three cameras failed to produce records, although

timing was lost on some others. Immediatel3y after the shot, the

aircraft motion-picture film vas flown to APEL for carefully

Goitrolled processing. The films obtained at the surface stations

were retained on the ships until they docked at the Naval Repair

Facility in San Diego. These films were then carried to NOL by

project personnel and delivered to APEL for processing.

The aerial mapping films, including the 70mm and F-56 records

obtained from the photographic aircraft, were processed by personnel of

Light Photo Squadron Sixty-Three (VAP-63) at the Naval Air Station (NAS),

Miramar, California, immediately after the shot. Preliminary analysis of

the mapping films was also conducted at Miramar.
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Positive projection prints of the motion-picture films were

wde at APEL for study and measurement by the same quality-control

mthod used for processing the originals. The entire procedure

was planned to minimize the possible loss of records, either in

transit or by hasty processing of film, and to prevent scratching

of the original negatives by projection machines. As a result,

high-quality photographs were obtained.

Measurements of the surface phenomena, including rectification

of the oblique photographs obtained in the R5D's, were made by

Air Survey Corp., of Arlington, Virginia, under contract to NOL

(Contract No. N60921-7o6B). Additional measurements, including

analysis of the mapping films, some surface-phenomena measurements,

and some rectifications, were made by project personnel at NOL.

While the overall results of the photographic effort are

considered satisfactory, some difficulties were encountered

'hich affected the final results. Among these were the failure

to observe surface zero in the fields of view of the high-speed

Pastax cameras in the A3D's, due in part to the large miss

distance of the missile (the second A3D was almost directly over

the target raft at burst time); and the failure to run the

lotion-picture cameras continuously on the A3D's, thus mking it

difficult to determine the times when the cameras were

Photographing the event.
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2.6 PHOTOAPHIC LOCATION OF EMZTiS OF THE TOD ARRAY

One of the objectives of Project 1.2 was to determine the

positions of the various elements of the towed array before,

during, and after the shot. These positions were determined from

the vertical photographs obtained from the two A3D aircraft.

Included in this report are the locations of the portion of the

array upwind of the target raft at approximately one-half hour

prior to the shot and less than one second after the burst.

Project 2.1 determined the positions of its downwind coracles at

the time of burst (Reference 11). Post-burst

positions of various elements of the upwind portion of the array

are presented relative to the stern of the USS Bausell, as surface

zero was not visible. In addition, information on the positions of

the three surface camera stations as obtained frcm the.

photographic records and is also Iresented.

2.6.1 Pre-test Mapping Run. The pre-test photomapping run

was conducted it %n altitude of 7,000 feet rather than at the

planned altitude of 10,000 feet because of clouda conditions. This

run was made by the second A3D (Station A-2B) using only one

camera (Cae :o. A-lB-8), although it had originally been

intended to cper-te all the mapping cameras. The field of view

of this c.-.ern I.ong the flight path of the aircraft was only

1,750 feet at th ; altitude; thus, in qeneral, only two or three

objects appri%- on each frame.
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To deterine the loctins of the elements relative to the

target raft, a rectangular coordinate system was set up with the

Y axis pointing along the flight path Of the aircraft (345 degrees

True). The X and Y coordinates of each element were then

determined. By adding the components in succession, the

coordinates of each element relative to the target were obtained.

These vere then converted to ranges and bearings relative to the

target raft, which are presented in Table 2.9.

The field of view of the camera vs not sufficient to

include both the target raft and Platform 2 on the same frome.

It vs therefore necessary to determine this distance from the

actual shot run, using the same record.

2.6.2 ILations at Shot T;Me. The locations of the upwind

elements of the towed array at the time of the ezlosim we

determined from two camera records (A-D.6 and A-13-8). Nly

one frame was measured on each record, that being the frame

Ihich showed the first visible surface effect. The location

'f surface zero was determined by locating the center of the

ci i ar shock-wve slick. The KA-.46 record (A-B1-6) had a

sufficientlY large field of view and was of such excellent

regoltion that the entire upvind array from the target raft

to COracle 1 was visible. The CA-13 record (A.*.8) included

the towed array up to Platform 1. No attempt was made to
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measure the remlng portion of the array on succeeding frames

* of this record. Examination of these frames indicated that

some motion of the elements close to surface zero (elements which

must be used as reference points on the succeeding frames) occurred

vhen the target raft and the towline were lifted upard by the

rising spray dome.

In order to compare the relative motion of the tow during

the half hour between the photo-mpping run and shot time,

values of range and bearing of the various elments relative to

the target for both runs are presented in Table 2.9. This

possibly does not give an accurate picture because it was
necessary to use the distance and bearing from the target raft

to Platform 2 from the actual shot run for both sets of data.

However, the s=all differences in the location% of other

elements of the array indicate that there was little relative

motion during this period. The position of the splash relative

to the target is included in this table.

The range and bearing of the elements relative to surface

zerc at the time of the explosion are proba y the most imtant

and useful values for interpreting the data obtained by means

of the instrumentation located on these elements. This information

is presented graphically in Figure 2.3 and is tabulated in

Table 2.10. hese values are believed to be accurate to ± 10

feet and to I . degree.
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2.6.3 Post-Shot Positions of Towed Array. After the burst,

the location of surface zero could not be determined except for

the first few minutes. It was therefore necessary to locate the

positiow of the upwind elements of the array relative to an

arbitrary reference point, the stern of the Bausell. Ranges

and bearings relative to the Bause11 were determined at

approximately 10, 16, and 30 minutes after the burst. The

positions were obtained from the CA-13 cameras located in the

two A3D's and are presented in tabular form in Table 2.11. No

positiOns yere determined prior to 10 minutes, as the base

surge and foam patch obscured all but the Bausell and the

Outermost two coracles.

At H + 10 minutes the two platforms and Coracle 3 laY
fairly close together within and near the edge of the foam

Patch. They were approximately 2,000 feet astern of the

Bausefl at a bearing of about 180 degrees True relative to

the stern. They were probably moved to this position by the

Violent action of the explosion and by the upelling and

VOrtex.like flow of water about surface zero. At H + 16

minutes these same elements were still fairly close together

and were still located within the foam patch. However, their

bearing relative to the stern of the Bausell had changed by

about 20 degrees, possibly caused by tightening of ,he towline,

&8 they had swung to a position almost directly astern of the
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ship. At H + 30 itinutes the array was definitely being towed

away from the burst point, as the elements had streamed a*

astern of the Bausell. Coracle 3 was located alongside Platform

1 1 during the entire period up to 30 minutes after the burst,

possibly caused by a tangling of the towline.

While it is impossible to determine the motion of the

Bausell, an approximate indication can be obtained by observing the

relative motion of the elements, particularly Platfcrms 1 and 2.

At the time of burst, the two platforms were 1160 feet apart.

Thirty minutes after the burst they were 075 feet apabt,

indicating the towline was not yet taut between the two

platforms. This w s further substantiated on the photographs,

which showed that aw H + 30 minutes Platform 2 had not yet

swung around to the heading it would be expected to have if it

were being towed. Between H + 16 and H + 30 minutes, these

two platforms had separated a distance of 617 feet. If this

is indicative of the speed of the tow, then the Bausell was

moving at an average speed of about 0.4 knot. While this

estimate is crude, it is in agreement with the preshot concept

of the tow ship just keeping steerageway, estimated to be about

1 knot.

2.6.4 Determination of the Locations of the Surface Camera

Stations. In addition to determining the locations of the

elements in the tow, it was also possible to determine the
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positi1s of the surface cmera stations at the time of

brst by use of the overhead aerial and/or the surface

motograrhs. The ship positions actually vere measured to

the zid-point of each ship; however, the differen:e betveen

these points and the locations of the cameras vas negligible.

The position of the WS Molala (Station S-1) was deter-mined

from aerial photographs. These photogra hs in-icate! that

this ship was 19,100 feet from surface zero at a bearing of

338 degrees True at the time of burst. Its beninj was also

obtained by observing the position of the burst relative to the

Bausell as seen from the Molala. The Bausell vas at a bearing

of 338 degrees True and, as viewed from the Itolala, the burst

occurred slightly to the left of the Bausecl. However, the

angle measured between the Bausell and the burst was only

26 minutes.

The position of the USS Hopeell (Station S-2) was

Obtained from both aerial and surface photographs. The aerial

Photographs indicated that the Hopewell was 12,300 feet from

the burst and at a bearing of 19.5 degrees True. This position

was also indicated by observing the known positions of the

Upwind elements of the tow on photographs obtained on the

Hopewell, and by observing the position of the Hopewell

relative to the Bausell as seen from the Monticello.
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f poltion of the USS Moticllo (Station S.-3) we

determined by observing the known positions of the up-And

elsets of the tow. The range determined by this method mu

23,600 feet, and & bearing ait 252 degrees True us Obtaine4.

The ranges and bearings of these ships agreed to vithin

1 1/2 percent of those dained by radar and shock uve

arrival tiss, and the bearings greed to vithin 2 to 3

degrees. Arrival tis and radar positions are reported in

Reference L The values determined by tographic meas

have been used in the analysis of the photograic records for

this repowt.

2.7 RADAR ACK O rM R5D PRO!ZOAPHrc AMR(:Afl

CoatimoMs radar tracking of the two R5D a rcraft f s

acc=qlished with the two fire-control radar system located

On the Hopevell. The Mark 56 fire-control radar tracked the

first R5D (Station A-2C) and the Mark 37 fire-control radar

tracked the sScond R5D (Station A-2D). The location of each

aircraft us recorded by Photographing the range and bearing

dials of each radar system. Autoax data-recording cameras

(modified 35= Traids), operated by intervalCeters at a rate

of one frae every two seconds, vere used to photograph the

dials. A stop watch was also photographed so that the exact

frame rate could be established.
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The mark 56, ifich is located in the after part of the

ship, tracked its aircraft until about 30 seconds before

launch time, vhen it lost it in the ship's superstructure

(the aircraft being directly off the bow). The aircraft vas

re-acquIred about three minutes after the burst and was tracked

until about 25 minutes after burst time. The Mark 37 tracked

its aircraft until burst time, then the radar vas put out of

operation by the effects of the under ter shock waves. It

resumed tracking the aircraft about 1 minutes later and

continued tracking until 25 minutes after the burst.

The Station A-2C aircraft, vhen it vas lost by the radar,

vas at a horizontal distance of 31,300 feet fram surface zero

at a true bearing of 196 degrees. Examination of the photographic

records indicates that the aircraft vas still at the same

hrizontal range but at a true bearing of about 150 degrees fron

surface zero at burst time. The positim of the A-2D aircraft

at the time of burst, as determined fro radar informtion, MRs

at a horizontal range of 35,700 feet and at a true bearing of

230 degrees relative to surface zero. However, photographs

indicated its bearing as 250 degrees True. Because of the

general lack of success in the radar tracking of the photo

aircraft, an alternate method of rectifying the oblique

Photographs was employed. Tnis method made use of the visible

horizon on the photographs to determine the declination angle
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of the camera, plus visible objects on the water surface to

deternine the relationship of the photograph to True North.

These are the two items generally determined by radar. This method

will be discussed mare JoU1Jy in Section 3.5. No further attempt

to determine the aircraft position as a function of time by

radar was pursued because of the questionable accuracy and

usefulness of such information.

2.8 ESTDATED ASROC FLIGHT AND SInKI! TIM

As the cameras were to be started at launch time, it was

not possible to determine the exact flight time of the ASROC

missile from the technical rkotographs. The first frame of

Camera No. A-2-6 showed the rocket in the air above the

Agerholanand the splai was seen nine frames later, indicating

an approximate time of 27 seconds.

On the notion-picture records, an estimate of the flight

time was made by determining the length of the record from the

start of the cameras until the splash or to the first visible

surface effect. As the cameras at each station were started

separately, it was necessary to select records which started at

launch time. This was done by observing the length of the smoke

PlaUe from the target raft flares on the early, portions of the

records. Since the flares were started by radio signal at

launch time, a short smoke trail on the initial portion of the
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photographic record would Indicate the caea had started at,

or very close to, launch time On the basis of the photogaaphic

records, the flight time is estimated to have been 27 ±1seconds.

The sinking time Of the wapon vas determined frM aerial

Photoraphs by measuring the isterval betveen the splash and

the appearance of surf ace *ffects,ritglecting the time required

for the shock mave to reach the surface (< 0.1 second). This

method gave an estimated sinkig time of 13.0 1 0.1 seconds.
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TAML 2.1 CAM STATIOtI; AT TME T3M OFBLFtation Type Location Relative to Surface Zero

A-Lk . Aircraft At an altitude of 20,000 feet,
A3D-2P on a 330 degree true heading,

3,200 feet beyond surface zero

A-IB Aircraft At an altitude of 20,000 feet,
A3D-2P on a 330 degree true heading,

1,100 feet beyond surface zero

A-2C Aircraft In a circular fligt path at an
R5D altitude of 10,000 feet,

horizntal range of 31,300 'eet,
and a true bearing or 150 degrees

A-2D Aircraft In a circular flight path at an
R5D altitude of 10,000 feet,

hrizontal range of 35,700 feet,
and a true bearing of 250 degrees

S-1 Ship (ATF-I06) At a range of 19,100 feet and a
USS Molala true bearing of 338 degrees

S-2 -hip (DD-681) At a range of 12,300 feet and a
LZS opeweil true bearing of 19.5 degrees

S-3 :hip (ISD-35) At a range of 23,600 feet and a
MDS Monticello true bear.ing of 252 degrees
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su -TPE A 2. PASIS m A3D's OIM AM.AY

Pas . No. Tim After Burst Heed±4 Altitude

degrees True feet

1 -40 see 330 20,000
2 1 min 27 see 0982 19,300
3 4 min 29 see 193- 10,000
4 9 min 188 10,000
5 23 mi 343 10,000
6 30 min 343 10,000
7 49 min 345 10,000
8 55 min 175 5,000

A3D-B

1 -40 sec 330 20,000
2 9 min 08 sec 330 20,000
3 15 mi 15 see 169 10,000
4 25 nn 335 10,000
5 33 min 165 10,000

Tim given refers to start of each pass.

Aircraft was banking.
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pnI or THS UID EIW'S Or TEl AMA! XMlATIV TO TIM

TAMZ 2.9 TABGIT RAFT AT &-30 MUM~1 AND AT MEE T3M C' US

Object H-30 Ni=rtes Time o &wst

Eauge Bearing Rengs Bearing

feet degrees True feet degees True

Splash -- - 762 128.0
Platform 2 2226 343.4 2226 343.4
Corcle 3 3275 343.6 3300 343.8
Platform 1 3380 343.6 3390 343.4

Coracle 2 4375 343.1 425 343.5
B.sell (Stern) 5500 344.0 5590 343.8
Bausell (BMw) 5895 343.4 5975 343.0
Coraele 1 640 342.9 6550 342.2

Range and bearing determined at time of burst for both times.

TABLM 2.10 PC1IONS (F THE UWI ID EIEMENTS CF THE AMRAY REIATIVE TO
SURFACE ZERO AT THE TM OF BURST

Object Range Beaering

feet degrees True

Splash 263 299.0
Target Raft 1045 306.2
Platform 2 3120 332.0
Coracle 3 4180 334.9
Platform 1 4280 334.9
Coracle 2 5314 336.6
Bausell (Stern) 6427 338.2
Bausell (Bow) 6B27 337.7
C 1ae 1 7426 337.2
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TRJ

USS MONICLL 000FE

130,000 FEET

* 40,000 FEET

Figure 2.1 Positions of photographic stations at time of burst.
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NUMBERS DENOTE TIME IN MINUTES AFTER BURST.

DATA ARE FROM REFERENCE I CORRECTED TO

pHOTOGRAPHICALLY DETERMINED POSITION AT

TIME OF BURST.

14

12

i 109

7

2

3

6

4
5

TARGET o

RAFT SURFACE
0 ZERO

p , I I

0 2 4
SCALE,THOUSANDS OF FEET

Figure 2.2 Motion of Hopewell subsequent to burst.
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8000 F4~

USS BAUSELL

(DD-845) 6000 FEET

0 ORCL

PLATFORM I
CORACE 3 %4000 FEET

310KNTS * PLATFORM 2

2000 FEET

/TARGET RAFT

SPLASH

@0 SURFACE ZERO

Figure 2.3 Positions of upwind elements of array at time of burst.
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CHAPM~ 3

3.1 SPREAD OF U SHOCK WAVES

The first visible surface effect, as seen from the air,

vgs the primuay shock-we slick. This slick appeared as a

.apidly expanding dark ring *ose outer edge represented the

Lntasection of the prlimry undeirmter shock wave vith the

vater surface. The slick had a veil- defined edge, v*ich

became diffuse as the radius increased. The edge was

clearly defined to a radius of 3100 feet and was measurable to

a radius of about 4200 feet. Slick radius-vs-time measurements

Oftied from the two overhead aircraft are presented in Figure

3.1. For coeqwison purposes a curve for a 680-foot burst depth

as predicted by Equation 1.2 is also included in this figure. As

slick measurements were also used to estimate the depth of burst,

additional measurements and discussion are presented in Section 3.7.

The lateral spread of the spray dome (for a description of

the spray dome see Section 1.3.1) followed closely behind the

Slick for the first 0.2 second i'. Thereafter, its rate of growth

rapidly diminished and the dome reached a maximum radius of 2400

feet at approximately 0.6 second after SZT. This radius represents

All tim-s, unless otherwise stated, are in reference to the first

visible surface effect. This time is referred to as Surface Zero

Time (SZr).
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the outer edge of scattered patches of spray. The central sprvy

area, which represents the area of dense spray, continued to

expand slowlzf durinC the period of measurement. Amter the slick

had travelled outward, a ring of darkened water remained

surrounding the dome. This ring had a maximum radial extent of

about 3500 feet.

At about 0.66 second after SZT, a cavitation pulse slick and

spray ring appeared just outside the extreme edge of the spray

dome. This slick and spray ring, vhich moved rapidly inward

toward surface zero, were produced by the collapse of the region

of cavitated water. After they had passed, a brightening or

intensification of the entire spray dome occurred. The radius

of the outer edge of the spray dome also increased at this time.

The appearance and growth of these phenomena are illustrated

in Figure 3.2 and are shom Lraphically in Figure 3.3. Because

of the irrergular nature of the phenomena and because of the

subjectiveness of many of the measurements, considerable scatter

occurs in these measurements.

At about 5.3 seconds after SZT a second slick was observed

beyond the edge of the spray dome. This slick was not visible

in all directions but seemed strongest along a bearing of about

185 decrees True. The second slick was probably produced by the

arrival at the water surface of the primary shock wave after it

had been reflected by the irregular ocean bottom. No measurements
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W l as the slick vas too faint and was wing too rapidly

be defined sufficiently.

go bubble-pulse slick was observed on the photographic records.

It is doubtful that the slick mentioned in the previous paragai

us produced by the pulsation of the bubble, as such a slick

,wd be syaetrical. In addition, it is possible that a bubble-

pldse slick would be obscured by the bottom-reflected slick, as

Equation 1.2 predicts that the bottom-reflected slick would reach

the outer edge of the dome (a radius of about 3000 feet) at about

5.3 seconds 'hile a bubble-pulse slick would reach this radius

about 5.5 seconds after the burst.

The absence of a bubble-pulse slick does not necessari!,y

indicate that the bubble did not pulsate; in fact, plume

OfrMtion indicates definitely that the bubble reached a

minimum size -and then re-expanded (see Section 3.4). If such a

Pulsation produced a pressure wave (referred to as a bubble pulse)

in the water, the depth at ,hich it was produced may have been

sufficientl- shallow so that it was weak initially and was

rapidly damped in the region of turbulent cavitated water which

existed beneath the surface.

3.2 AIR SHOCK WAVES

From the surface cromera stations, the first visible

evidence of the Sword Fish e:closion was the ai.Lr shock wave
resulting from the transmission of a portion of the underwater
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shock-wave enerSy across the air-water interface. The shock wave

was visible for ab1ut 37 msec before disappearing above surface

zero end vas generally visible at other locations for perhaps

100 msec as the underwater shock wave travelled radially outward

from surface zero. Because of the relatively short-focal-length

lenses used, and the lack of fixed reference points in the fields

of view of the cameras, no attemrpt was made to measure this

phienomenon.

The shrinking and brightening of clouds, produced by the

adiabatic compression and expansion of the air during the passage

of the positive and negative phases of the shock waves, were

observed twice on the color film obtained from the first R5D

(Film No. A-2-5, Station A-2C). No timing was recorded on this

film but visual comparison of the shrinking and brightening with

the surface phenomena indicated that these two shock waves were

the transmitted underwater shock and the shock produced by the

bubble pulsation and subsequent plume emergence. The latter

pulse produced cloud effects which were much re noticeable and

of longer duration, indicating that this shock probably was the

stronger of the two.

3 SPRAY Ds

The spray dome appeared aliost imediately after the first

air shock wave* The rwximim height varied fr{
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.a sured from the three surface camera stations; this

drence in heights was probably due to minor variations in

C distances and the measurement of different jets from

iffervit stations. A slight increase in the height of the dome

sboe surface zero was noticed between about 6.5 seconds and the

ajparance of the primary plumes and possibly was caused by the

bubble pulsation. The appearance of the spray dome at various

tiues is shown in Figure 3.4.

The spray dome produced on Sword Fish was one of the smoothest

observed on an underwater nuclear burst, probably because of the

relatively calm water and because no buoys or floats were located

in Vhe vicinity of surface zero. These objects usually produce

very high Jets, such as occurred on Shot Wahoo (Reference 4).

Because the spray dme reached its maximum height before the

PIumes emerged, it was possible to make a complete study of its

roth. The Bausell provided a stable reference point for

cmeras located on the Molala (Station S-1) and height-vs-time

measurements were made at surface zero and at 100-foot intervals

left and right of surface zero to a radius of The

Shelght-vs-time curves obtained to the left of surface zero are

shovn in Figzre 3.5. No stable reference point was visible from

the other two surface stations; therefore, measurements were made

OnYat surface zero.
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Ae stated in Section 1.3.1, the growth of the spray dome

may be described by the following equation:

h-Vt- f t 2  (3.1)
0

Previously, values of the initial velocity Vo, and the

retardation factor f, were obtained by dividing Equation 3.1

through by t. The resulting equation was then a straight line

with a Y-intercept of V and a slope of f (Reference 4). However,
0

in practice a straight line was not formed through all of the

data and an arbitrary decision as to the best lineor

approximation was mde. For Sword Fish, values of V and f were0

obtained by fitting, by the method of least squares, a curve of

the form of Equation 3.1 to the height-vs-time data. These

values are presented in tabular form in Table 3.1.

At surface zero, an average initial velocity oi

and an average retardation factor of were obtained.

The measured initial velocity was sewihat higher than that

predicted by Equation 1 .4 for a burst at a depth

of 680 feet (see Section 4.1). The occurrence of higher

velocities than predicted has been noticed on previous nuclear

tests (Reference 5) and also with high explosives. The reason

for these consistently higher velocities is only partially

understood.
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The retardation factor at surface zero, as predicted by

Wlion 1.8,based on the results of Wahoo, is The

difference between the predicted and measured Sword Fish

.etardation factors is believed to be primarily a result of the

different methods employed in obtaining the Wahoo and Sword Fish

alues. As a check, one Wahoo curve was fitted by the method

ezployed on Sword Fish and a retardation factor consistent

with those measured on Sword Fish was obtained.

Equation 1.9 was solved for different drop sizes with an

initial vertical velocity oti The calculated curves

lihich overlap the surface-zero spray-dome height-vs-time curve

are presented in Figure 3.6. These indicate a spray-dome drop

diameter between 6 and 7 millimeters. The method is approximate,

because a drop in the dome does not originate at the surface and

is not in free flight in still air. Actual values would there-

fore be less. However, it appears that the spray in the Sword

Fish dome was of the order of raindrop size.

3.4 PUJn

The primary plumes first appeared on the sides of the spray

dome about 6.3 seconds after SZT. These plumes, vhich were

Produced by the pulsation of the bubble and its subsequent

re-expansion, had risen above the dome and developed into a

rolly hemispherical mass by 7 seconds. The plumes reached a

Maximum height of' approximately 16 seconds after SZT and had

R maximum collapsed diameter of 4300 feet at 22 seconds.
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Extrapolation of the height-vs-time curve down to the water

surface indicated that the time of total central collapse was

about 32 seconds.

The appearance of the primary plumes is illustrated in

Figure 3.7. Height-vs-time and diameter-vs-time curves obtained

from the three surface camera stations are shown in Figures 3.8

and 3.9. Both average and maximum heights are indicated in

Figure 3.8. The maximum height was measured to the extreme top

of the plumes while the average height neglected the spike on

top and was measured across the top of the mass of plumes. The

greater maximum height from Station S-2 resulted from a small

wisp of spray on top of the plumes vhich was not visible from

the other camera stations. The diameters shown in Figure 3.9

were measured to the extreme edges of the plumes.

Unlike Shot Wahoo, where the horizontal and vertical

_components of the initial plume velocity were almost identical

the Sword Fish plumes had a higher vertical than

horizontal component. The vertical component of velocity,

obtained from the maximum height-vs-time curves shown in Figure

3.8, was about The velocity measured in the

horizontal direction was about( The difference in

velocities indicates that the bubble reached a minimum size

below the water surface and then re-expanded, pushing the wMter

above the bubble upward and outward in the form of plumes. The
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grester vertical velocity occurred because the top of the bubble

w faster than the sides during the re-expansion rtiase. On

Shot Wahoo, the equal couponents were believed to be a result of

the migration of the bubble above the original vter surface,

leading to equal expansion in both vertical and lateral dfrectioas

(Reference i).

As the plumes originated at the time the bubble reached a

msize, extrapolation of their trajectories back to the

origin should give an insight into the time of the minIma, or

bubble period, and the approximate depth at uich the inimum

occurred. The trajectories of twelve plumes were measured; of

thesesix were considered to be moving in the plane of

measurement of the caea and were used in the period determinatio.

Cameras fron the S-1 and S-2 stations were used, as these cameras

had fixed references in the field of view.

The resulting trajectories and their extrapolations are shown

in Figure 3.10. The trajectories were measurable for only a short

period of time as the plumes could be followed only after they

were clearly defined and until they became obscured by other

plumes 'ich were moving toward the camera. In spite of the

relatively long extrapolation, these trajectories indicated that

the minlmn occurred somevhere between 100 and 300 feet beneath

the original water surface. Extrapolation of the individual

plume height-vs-time curves back to 200 feet beneath the surface
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by means of a least-squares fit of the data indicated that the

bubble period was

After the primary plumes had settled and the base surge

had formed, a second mass of plumes rose above the surge. An

illustration of these plumes is included in Figure 3.12. Height-

vs-time curves from the three surface camera stations are shown

in Figure 3.11. The secondary plumes first appeared about 33

seconds after SZT and reached a maximum height of about

42 seconds after SZT. They were extremely irregular in shape,

with a maximum diameter of from 1700 to 2200 feet being measured

from the different stations. It is believed these plumnes were

produced by the oscillation of the vater cavity Vhich had been

formed in the water at the time the primary plumes emerged. When

the secondary plumes collapsed back to the surface they produced

a second base surge within the surge produced by the primary

plumes. This second surge is clearly visible on Film No. A-2-7.

The rate of descent of the top of the secondary plumes was

about 30 ft/sec as compared with 120 ft/sec for the primary plumes.

This is because the top of the secondary plumes broke up into a

fine spray prior to settling back.

3.5 VISIBLE BASE STJR

When the primary plumes ccllapsed back to the water surface

the larger water drops and coherent masses of water dropped into

the ocean. The fine drops of spray vhich had been formed remained
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airborne becaus- of their small mass and continued to flow otward

radially as a result of the momentum Imparted by the expanding

plumes. Since the drops entrain air as they move outward, the

suspension of drops in air behaves similarly to a dense homogeneous

fluid. This dense aerosol is called the base sure.

The base surge fomed on Sword Fish is illustrated in Figure-

3.12 and 3.13. It can be seen in Figure 3.13 that, tecause of its

cloud-like structure, the surge quickly became difficult to

distinguish from the natural clouds and haze on the surface camera

records but was readily visible at even later times on the aerial

photographs against the water surface background. The base surge

was first seen about 14 seconds after S2T. The actual time of

appearance varied from station to station and even from different

sides of the plumes as observed from the same station. However,

until about 22 seconds the vurge radius wo actually

smaller than the plume radius. The surge was visible from the

surface camera stations until about two minutes after SZT and

patches were visible on the oblique aircraft records until about

ten minutes after S2. Initially the outline of the surge was

relatively smooth; however, pronounced lobes soon formed which

distorted its toroidal shape. A large lobe formed in

approximately the downwind directionand two lobes formed on the

upwind edge of the surge. The upwind portion of the towline lay

in a pocket of the surge. Possibly, the surge growth along
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this line vs retarded during its passage over Platforms 1 and 2.

Such retardation of the surge by target vessels was observed

on both Wahoo and Umbrella (Reference 4).

Measurements of the growth of the surge were made from the

three surface camera stations. If the Bausell was visible in

the field of view, radius measurements relative to surface zero

could be made. On other records, only surge diameters could be

obtained. The surge radius-vs-time data are presented in Figure

3.14 and the diameter measurements are presented in Figure 3.15.

At early times, up uitil about 35 seconds, the measurements

from the surface camera stations were probably accurate. However,

once the outline of the surge became distorted by the large lobes,

the accuracy of the measurements became questionable. The

camera-to-subject distance was no longer the distance obtained

at the time of burst but depended on the spatial position of the

lobe relative to the camera, a value which was almost impossible

to obtain. In addition, the surge was being displaced by the

wind. The Station S-I measurements were corrected for the drift

of the surge away from the cameras, as this station was upwind

of the burst.

The only apparent exceptions to this lobing effect are the

measurements obtained from Station S-3. Large lobes formed on

the surge almc t along the planes of measurement of these cameras

and, as it was these lobes which were measured, the carera-to-
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subject distance deterained at burst time probably remined

fairly accurate. This plane f measrement vas close to the

qpind-dovfvind axis; therefore these curves probably represent

the early growth of the surge in these directions.

The formation and growth of the surge prior to about 25

seconds resulted from the collapse of the smeller plumes and can

probably be neglected. At about 25 seconds an acceleration in

the surge growth occurred hen the large plumes collapsed. For

practical purposes, this represents the beginning of the Sword

Fish base surge.

The measured heights of the base surge are shown in Figure

3.16. The curves shown were obtained from cameras at Sations

S-I and S-3. As in the radial measurements, the greatest problem

in determining base-surge heights us establishing the distance of the

highest lobe from the caera. The two camera stations used were

separated by an angle of almost 90 degrees. It was therefore

often possible to follow the motion of the same lobe fron the two

stations. Where this was not possible, the motion of the surge

toward one station could be estimated from the other.

The crosswind height curve is based on measurements fron both

stations, taking the highest lobe on the right side as seen from

Station S-1 and the highest lobe near the center as sacn frow

Station S-3. The good agreement obtained between these two

stations indicated that the same lobe was being measured. The
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upwind heights were measured frm Station S-1 only, ad the

distances of the highest points from this station were estimated

from Station S-3. The measurements were shifted from one lobe to

another or from one peak to another on the same lobe when

necessary to obtain the greatest vertical extent of the surge.

This was done because the highest parts of the surge tended to

evaporate or because surge turrets were rising at different rates.

The curves shown in Figure 3.16 were smoothed through the upper

limits of the data.

Prior to about 50 seconds, the base surge showed a steadily

decreasing height. This probably resulted from the combined

collapse of the plumes an' formation of the surge. It probably

did not represent a true surge height as the surge could not be

clearly differentiated from the collapsing plumes. The surge then

showed a steady increase in height until it could no longer be.

measured. However, the rate of rise was relatively slow at 2

minutes. Radioactivity was detected at an altitude of 3000 feet

by personnel in the A-2C aircraft when it passed over the foam

patch about 15 7Inutes after the burst. This radiation possibly

resulted from the penetration of the surge into the level of the

natural clouds. It indicates a continued vertical growth as a

result of trJ-bLcnt diffusion at a rate of about 2 ft/sec.

Because of the lobing of the surge, an accurate outline of

its shape zoull be obtained only from aircraft. A few base-
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surge contours were obtained from the Station A-IA aircraft when

it made its second pass over the array; these are presented in

Figure 3.17. Unfortunately, the time interval between passes was

too long to obtain more contours, as the surge was not visible

from directly overhead 4hen this aircraft made its third pass

over the array about 4.5 minutes after the burst. However,

partial contours were obtained by rectifying oblique photographs

from the A-2C and X-2D aircraft. The frames rectified were

from the two films, A-2-6 and A-2-7. Rectifications were limited

to these films largely because of the lack of adequate

resolution of the other cameras at the two R5D stations.

Rectifications were obtained by two means. The analysis

contractor used the Canadian grid method. This technique,-which

is described fully in Reference 13, is a graphical method in

which a grid is constructed based on the visible horizon on the

photograph plus the known altitude of the aircraft. The horizon

is used to determine the depression angle and swing angle of the

photograph; the altitude is necessary to correct for the elevation

of the camera. The grid is analagous to a set of railroad tracks

which appear to meet at the horizon. This grid is overlaid on

t,.e photograph. and the coordinates of various points (such as the

base surge, foam patch, and fixed objects)are determined. These

coordinates are plotted in a rectangular grid system, which is

then overlaid on a master plot containing the known positions
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of various objects (such as the towed array and ship positcns

in the case of Sword Fish). This is necessary to check the

accuracy of the resulting rectification, to determine the

relationship of the plot to True North, and also quite often to

locate surface zero, ,hich is not visible or cannot be determined

accurately on the photograph itself.

The Canadian grid method worked quite well for Film No. A-2-7;

however, no horizon was visible on Film No. A-2-6. Therefore, an

alternate method was devised at NOL to rectify photographs from

this film (Reference 14). This method describes mathematically

the projection of a rectangular pid system on the oblique

photograph, similar to the Canadian grid, thus enabling use of

an electronic computer. By assuming various depression angles

and comaring the resultant ship positions with their actual

POSItions, the correct angle for use in obtaining the surge

contours was determined. Where insufficient hotogrammetric

control was available, it was often possible to determine the

correct depression angle by use of the foam patch. As the foam

patch was approximately circular, these Photographs were

rectified to obtain a circular foam patch contour hose center

and the few known obj ects agreed with the master plot of surface

zero and the ship positions. While the method is bootstrap in

nature, consistent resLits were obtained.
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The accuracy of both methods depended entirely on the

accuracy of the locations of the ships in the area. Fortunately,

p, there vere several ships., and, their positions as reported in

Reference 1 were known with sufficient accuracy, the only

exception being the position of the Hopewell. The Hopewell's position

at or shortly after the burst was accurate; however, by three

mimntes after the burst considerable disagreement betvven the

positions obtained on the rectifications and the reported

positions was noted. The Hopewell was not used as a reference

point beyond this time. The ship positions most often used were

those of the Bausel, Anderson, Agerholm, Preston, Molala, and

Mcaticello. These ships (except for the Monticello) were

located in approximately the upwind direction so that, when the

aircraft vas downvind of the burst, the ships often appeared

bunched in the upper portion of the photographs. Because the grid

becomes so sensitive to error as the horizon is approacbed, it was

generally impossible to rectify these frames.

The resulting partial contours of the surge and foam patch

are presented in Figures 3.1A, 3.18B, 3.18C, and 3.18D. The

accuracy of these contours is believed to be about ± 500 feet,

the uncertainty being due to the doubt concerning the depression

angles and the location of surface zero. It was not attempted to

obtain complete foam patch contours on all the rectifications.

In most cases, only a sufficient nunber of points was obtained
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to get a general outline of the patch. Where this was done,,

only the data points have been indicated.

The conzours obtained by this method are adequate for

obtaining overall outlines of the surge; however, the method does

not give every detail of the surge. This is especially true of

indentations and inner dimensions of the surge. The pockets in

the surge were obscured by the body of the surge itself; however,

the inner edge on the opposite side of the surge, if well

defined, could probably be obtained. On Sword Fish, the collapse

of the secondary plumes produced a second surge vhich, though

visible, did not have an edge sharp enough for measurement.

However, it obscured the inner edge of- the main surge. The

oblique photographs apparently have the advantage over the

vertical photographs in the duration in ktich the surge is visible,

as it was still seen six minutes after the burst on the obliques,.

while it could not be seen from overhead at 4.5 minutes.

The upwind, downwind, and crosswind extent of the surge are

shown in Figure 3.19. Up to 100 seconds, the radial curves

measured from Station S-3 were used for the upwind and downwind

extent. The crosswind extent up to about 35 seconds was taken

from the diameter measurements in Figure 3.15. Beyond these

times, the curves were based on the partial contours. Measurements

on the contours were made to the extremes of the surge in these

directions. The smoothed curves shown in Figure 3.19 tend to
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favor the maximum values. The upwind extent ir open to

conjecture because the surge was well dissipated by the time the

aircraft were in position to photograph this extentand only a

few points were obtained. Also, the contours at late times may

not be accurate because of the difficulty in determining the

edge of the surge. However, they definitely indicate a co.tinued

increase of the crosswind extent of the surge until this time.

The initial radial velocity of the surge was about 115 ft/sec.

By 100 seconds, the rate of growth shown by the crosswind curve

had diminished to about 20 ft/sec. The growth in the downwind

direction was about 40 ft/sec, and in the 4pwind direction it

as about 15 ft/sec at this time. At 150 seconds after SZT the

crosswind groVth had reached a velocity of 15 ft/sec, which

remained approximately constant for the remaining period of

measurement. The downwind growth had reached a constant velocity

of 33 ft/sec at this time, while the growth in the upwind

direction had ceased. It is interesting to note that at this

time the difference in velocities between the crosswind and

downwind curves was almost exctly that of the wind speed, which

was about 10 knots or 17 ft/sec.

3.6 FOAM PATCH

As the base surge expanded and drifted downwind, a white,

roughly circular area could be seen on the water surface

surrounding surface zero. This area, referred to as the foam
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patch, probably consisted of foam, debris, and spray 'churned up

by the violent action of the explosion. The appearance of the

foam patch is illustrated in Figure 3.20.

The patch gradually lost its whiteness until, about 17

minutes after the burst, only a idiite fringe remained on the

edge.- Besides its white appearance, the foam patch at later times

was also distinguishable by a distinct change in wave pattern.

The wave pattern within the patch was very irregular while that

outside was relatively reoular. This demarcation was especially

visible from overhead at about 10 and 17 minutes after the burst.

The foam patch probably represented the region of

contaminated water. Project 2.1 noted a large increase in

radiation when it attempted to enter the patch about 20 minutes

after the burst (Reference 11).

Measurements of the growth of the foam patch up to ten

minutes after the burst are shown in Figure 3.21. These

measurements were obtained from the contours shown in Figures

3.17 and 3.18, and from the second pass of the A-IB aircraft

over the burst about nine minutes after the burst. No measurements

could be made beyond this time as the passes of the two A3D's were

made at lower altitudes (10,000 feet or less), and the dimensions

of the foam patch exceeded the fields _f view of the cameras.
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The foam patch showed a continued growth during the peiod CC

measurement. As no distinct drift or increase in size alog ang

one diameter was apparent, an average curve has been drawn throug

the measured diameters. Two large lobes formed on either side on

the 115- to 295-degree axis. Initially, these were very distinct;

however, their growth rapidly levelled off, and they probably

eventually merged with the main body of the foam patch. The

diameter measured across these lobes is shown as a dashed line in

Figure 3.21. Scattered patches of foam, primarily on the downwind

edge of the patch, were still visible when the last photographic

record was obtained about one hour after the burst.

3.7 OMATION OF YIELD AND OF BJRST

One of the objectives of Project 1.2 was to estimate, by

means of surface-phenomena measurements, the yield and depth of

burst of Sword Fish. Three phenomena may be used for the

determinations: the spread of the primary shock-vave slick; the

initial velocity of the spray dome; and the bubble period as

determined from plume trajectories. The slick provides the best

means of estimating the depth of bursttas it is practically

independent of yieldj and accurate measurements can easily be

obtained. The ratio of the spray-dome velocity at a point on the

dome to velocity at surface zero is also independent of yield and

can be used to estimate the depth of burst. Spr"v-dcoe vciocities

8
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and the bubble period are dependent on both yield and depth of

burst; howver, of necessity they vere used to estiate the yield

in the case of Svrd Fish.

Genera11., several measurements of each phenomnon were used

to estiate the yield or depth of burst. The values given in this

section are arithmetic means, and the deviation from the tean is

expressed as the standard deviation of a single observation,

defined as (Reference 15):

Where:F- =standard deviation o a single observation

N ber of observations

x -Single observation

x arithmetic mean

f data have a Gaussian distribution, about 68 pe iet of all the

observations Vl fall between V a and -7 and about 95 percent

V wi fall beteen ; + 2 ; and - 2 a.

3.7o1 Deh of Butrst from Slick Measurements. The measurement

of the spread of the underwater shock-wave slick along the water

surface has become a standard method for estimating the depth of

underwater explosions. Equation 1.2 has been used to estimate the

grovth of this slick for a given depth. However, this equation
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assumes a constant shock-wave velocity, hich is not strictly

correct. At positions close to the exploion the velocity is

very high and is dependent on the yield, while at greater

distances the effect of the temperature gradients in the water

become i rtant. Project 1.1 has accounted for this yitld

dependency and varying velocity In Reference 12 and has computed

the arrival time of the underwter shock wave at various positions,

including positions at the water surface. The computed arrival

times at the surface were used in determining the depth of burst

from slick measurements.

Measurements obtained from three came-as were used in this

determinatio. It had been intended to use the Fastax records

from the two ove. sad aircraft; however, surface zero was out of

the field of view of these cameras. The three cameras utilized

were also located in the two A3D's and were selected because of

their resolution and speed. Smooth curves were drawn through the

measured radlm-vs-time values obtained from each camera, and

arrival times of the slick were determined at 500-foot intervals

for radii from 1000 to 3000 feet. The determination of the depth

of burst was limited to this region because at smaller radii

small timing errors would grossly affect any depth determination,

and at radii greater than 3000 feet the measurements showed

considerable scatter because of the diffuse nature of the slick.
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The arrival times and calculated depths of burst are tabulated

in Table 3.2. Based on slick measurements, the depth of burst for

Sword Fish was estimated to be 680 (± 20) feet.

3.7.2 Depth of Burst from Spray-Dome Velocity Ratios. The

ratio of the initial spray-dome velocity at any point along the

surface to that at surface zero is independent of yield and thus

can be used to estimate the depth of burst. The relationship

between these ratios and the depth a 1'urst is given by Equation

1.5 and is shown graphically in Figure 3.22. The measured ratios

are also included in this figure, and the ratios and resultant

depths of burst are tabulated in Table 3.3. Based on this method,

the Sword Fish depth of burst was estimated to be 710 (± 40) feet.

While this method is useful if no slick measurements are

available, it gives only an approximate depth. The difficulties

in using the spray-dome ratios are: (1) at positions close to

surface zero, the ratio is so insensitive to depth that no

realistic value zan be determined; and (2) at large distances from

surface zero it is ZIifficult to determine the small spray-dome

velocities accuratel ,.

3.7.3 Yie'i frcm Spray-Dome Velocities. The initial velocity

of the spray dome Is related to the peak pressure in the underwater

shock wave and thus to the yield. Equationsl.1 and 1.4 can be used

to determine the yield if the depth of burst is known. The

theoretical curves of initial velocity a- a function of yield for
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a 680-foot burst depth are shown in Figure 3.23. Average

values of the initial velocities obtained from the three surface

ce a stations, as reported in Section 3.3 and tabulated in

Table 3.1, vere used to estimate the yield. These values are

also shown in Figure 3.23.

At surface zero, a yield of is indicated by

spra-dme velocities for an assued 680-foot burst depth. However,

the uncertainty in burst depth increases the possible spread in

yield. Including this uncertainty gives a yield estimte of

kt. Thus, a scatter of 4.3 percent in spray-dome

velocity plus a scatter of 2.9 percent in burst depth produced a

yield estimate with a possible accuracy of 20 percent.

It is known that higher spray-dome velocities than predicted

by Equation 1.4 are generally produced. The reason for this is

not completely understood; however, it seems likely that the

yield estimate determined by this method is high. In addition,

higher yields are generally indicated at increasing radial

distance from surface zero (Reference 4), although such a trend

is not as noticeable for Sword Fish. Therefore, the yield

determined by this method should be used only as an indication

and should not be considered the actual yield of Sword Fish.

3.7.4 Yield from Bubble Period. A measurement of the bubble

period may be used to calculate either the depth of burst or the

yield of an underwater explosion by means of Equation 1.12. As
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the slick provides a good estimate of the burst depth and is almost

independent of yield, the jaasured bubble period is most usful

in estimting the yield. As reported in Section 3.14 a bubbl

period of~ 1 asobtaine~d by ezt..apolating plum

trajectories back to their origin.

The variation in period as a function of depth of burst for

various yields is shown in Figre 3.24. For a 680-fto burst

depth, a yield of' as obtained. If the

uncertainty in depth is included, the possible range is increased

to Thus a scatter of 6.2 percent in the period

measument plus 2.9 percent in the burst depth & yield

estimate with an accuracy of 'This is due largely to

the insensitivity of Equation 1.12 to the yield.

If the yield is known, the bubble period can be used to

estimate the depth of burst. Assming a _ ield, the depth

of burst from the measured Sword Fish bubble period is 670

2 (± 6o) feet.

3.7.5 Rec nded Yield and Depth of Burst. Consistent

de th-of-burst estimates were obtained from the various surface-

phenomena measurements* These estimtes are also consistent with

the preliminary burst depth of 670 feet determined by Project 1.1

(Reference 12). .Thie slick is practically independent of yield

and the smlIest deviation from the mean was oetained using this

phenomenon. Therefore, the burst depth of 680 (± 20) feet
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,)btained from the slick measurements probab4y represents the best

estimte based on surface phenoena.

No consistent yield estimate vs obtained. The yield

estimated from the measured bubble period was consistent with

the radiochemical yield of .Reference 11) and vith the

preliminary yield of ,obtained by Project 1.1. The yield

cbtained from spray-dome measurements vas same-what higher than

that fron other sources; however, this vas expected, as the spray-

dome technique is not alvays reliable. The relative insensitivity

of surface phenomena to yield makes it difficult to obtain precise

estimates. Therefore, the yields obtained by other projects

should be given greater veight in the determination of an

official value for Sword Fish.
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( ! 3.2 MMC ' MM SLCK 3L= SMOM s

Wx~ Slick 2dSAI Arrivl Tim Depth of Ls

fg~.secomis feet

1000 0.ok 675
1500 0.190 690
2OC'- 0.263 685
2500 0.377 705
3000 0.473 715

A"A -9 1000 0.108 6.5
1500 0.193 670
2000 0.285 660
2500 0.380 650

A-1-9 1000 0.105 67,
1500 0.191 6E
2000 0.22 68,
2500 0.378 700

Mean Depth of aust: 680 feet
Stwasl- Deviation :t 20 feet

TABE 3.3 YEW AND M'fl OF MST FRO4 DMIAL SPRAY-DOW VELOMCE3
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USS BAUSELL

0.17 SECONDS

2 4/4

0.70 SECONDS FILM NO. A-IB-8

I PRIMARY SHOCK WAVE SLICK
2 CENTRAL SPRAY AREA
3 OUTER EDGE OF SPRAY DOME
4 CAVITATION PULSE SPRAY RING

Figure 3.2 Slick and spray-dome phenomena as seen from the air.
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TIME SECONDS

Figure 3.6 Comparison of rise of spray dome with
water drop height-versus-time curves.
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FILM~ S-Z-7

III SECONDS
6 FILM A-2-6

Figure 3.13 Ba.. :g and foam patch at late times.
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Figure .14 Base-surge radial growth measured
from surface camera stations. c-
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Figure 3.17 Base-surge and foam-patch contours
from overhead aircraft.
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Figure 3.18A Base-surge and foam-patch "-ntcrs, at
25, 40, 53 and 105 seconds.
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Figure 3.18B Base-,.urge and foamn-patch contours, at
145, 154, 173 aid 1-4 seconds.
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Figure 3.18C Base-surge and foam-patch contours, at

197, 209, 229 and 269 seconds.
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Figure 3.20 Foam patch.
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Figure 3.21 Growth of foam patch.
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CHAPTEP 4

Ca-PARISON OF SWORD FIH RESUIES WITH CURREM PREDICTIONS

4.1 SWORD FISH"YIELD AND EPTH OF BURST

The yield and depth of burst of Sword Fish should be

established before the results presented in Chapter 3 are

compared with existing prediction methods. However, the

precise determination of the experimental conditions may not

be possible. At the time of submission of this report,

Project 1.1 had not determined its final values of yield and

depth of burst. The preliminary values, published in References

1 and 12, ver< and 670 (i30) feet. The radlochemical

yield, determin7ed by Project 2.1, was (Reference 11). A

depth of burst of 680 feet as determined by Project 1.2, and

a yield estimate consistent with the radiochemical yield was

obtained from the bubble period as determined from plume

trajactories.

A burst depth of 680 feet wi be used for comparison

purposes and, mhere possible, comparisons will be made using

both yields. Where this is unwieldy, only the radiochemical

yield will be used.

4.2 SOURCES OF CURRENT PREDICTION NETHODS

The prediction techniques currently used have been

briefly discussed in Chapter 1 and are discussed fully in
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References and 5. As the Sword Fish burst occurred in the

deep-burst category (see Section 1.3.2), the dimensions of

Shot Wahoo of Operation Frdtack were used as the prototype

dimensions Tor scaling many of the surface phenomena. The

prediction methods employed were developed primrily for

application to safe delivery tactics and were based on the

extreme measuremants of Shot Wahoo. The extreme measurements

of Sword Fish were therefore used in the comparison.

Bubble Lmigration and period estimates are based on methods

given in Reference 10. -which result from measurements made on

Operation Wigva and work done with small steam bubbles in a

tank.

No attempt will be made to modify the existing

prediction techniques, as such changes are beyond the current

scope of this type of report. Such improvements, if made,

will be reported separately.

4.3 COMPARION OF RESUMS

Table 4.1 compares the pertinent surface-phenomena

measurements observed on Sword Fish with those predicted for

yields of at a burst depth of 680 feet. In

general, the agreement between the observed and predicted

values is within the expected range.
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4.1.1 Sray De. The 8vord Fish spray dam, -&Ile ae

of the smoothest observed an a nclear test, showed the

greatest disagreemnt betveen observed and predicted dimenIons.

The initial velocity at surface zero vu about

than that predicted for a burst; the ivtrdatio

factor VMs and the mamxim observed height

was that predicted.
The radial extent of the dome, ilch is a difficult

dimension to predict as it is dependent an vave conditions, is

vithin reasonable agreement. The prediction method for this

Phenomnon is based on the mdwi spray-de radius observe

with high explosives. The ccmarison shown is not atrictly

valid, since the primary Svrd Fish spray dome vas produced by

the underwater shock wve *iiile te mt"1i observed extent

vas increased by the collapse of the cavitated region. Since

the spray is om3.y a fev feet high in this region, the phenomenon

probably is not tactically important.

Reference 4 suggests that, for safety purposes, a 50-

percent increase in V be used for predictions. Additional
0

safety can be obtained by aswaming gravity as the only

retarding force. The addition of 50 percent to the predicted

initial dome velocity gives a value of and a

maxi= height of If the retardation due only to

0 gravity is included, the mximum predicted height is
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The prediction of the size of the spray doe is aft

pImportant for ship-delivered vespons such as ASROC; however,

It is an portant consideration if such a weapon is delivered

by a lowflying aircraft. A :e precise knovedge of the

characteristics of the spray is also needed if spray-de

mesuremnts are to be used on future tests to estimate yield

and depth of burst.

The lack of adequate prediction methods for the growth

of the nuclear spray dom lies in uncertainties in the theory

and in the methods used %J determine values of V and f. It

is apparent that Equation 1.4 does not accurately predict the

initial velocity. It is known that surface roughness affects

the initial velocity; exact y how it affects it and if it is

the cause of the an ,las behavior is not known. The problem

of determining values of V and f ins discussed in Section 3.3.

This-problem also mst be investigated further before an

adequate prediction technique for delivery tactics and, if

possible, for more precise uses of 'the spray-dome phenomena,

can be developed.

4.3.2 Prkrw . and Secondary Plumes. A compkrison of the

maximum vertical and horizontal extent of the primary plumes

is included in Table 4.1. The observed and predicted height-

vs-time and radius-vs-time curves are cotpared in Figure 4.1.
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The maximm observed height vas about

than that predicted for a, burst. The mxim= radial

extent as In almost exact agreement with the predicted extent.

Since Reference 4 gives-an accuracy of 30 percent to the

predicted curves, the Svord Fish observed values are well

within the expected range. The times of appearance indicated

in Table 4.1 are in good agreement. These represent the times

at hich plume Phenomena first became visible in the dome,

therefore the values my differ fron the times of origin of

height-vs-time or radius-vs-time curves.

The bubble-period and depth of the minim= are in

excellent agreement with those predicted by Reference 10.

Such close agreement vas not expected because of the long

plume extrapolatiens, the fact that the plumes do not

originate at a point, and the photogrammetric problems involved

in determining trajectories from cameras Ahich were in constant

motion.

A prediction method for the maximum height of the secondary

plumes has not been investigated, as such plumes have been

observed only on nuclear tests. The predicted values shown in

Table 4.1 are based on those observed at Wahoo.

4.3.3 Visible Base Surge. A compearison of predicted and

observed crosswind radial extent at various times is included

in Table 4.1. Predictions of the upwind, downwind, and cross-
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vin base-surge extent are caq.rd. with the cgwvgd. m

Fish dimensions In Figre 4.2. The pre icted uIvlM ed in

s dLtained by 6MatiM Om-half the vhA speed frm, fhe

cros swind growth curm; the dounwta extent um d*taimd by

addg the full vin speed to the cr'osmd g h. te

aern-e1n, in spite of the irnegular shape of the swge, is

quite good, the greatest difference bein loss the 10 p-crt.

Reference 4 suggests that a 30-prcet safety factor be added

to the predicted curves. The Svod Fish vales are emsi~st yl

lw than the predicted curves without this safety factw.

Therefore, the current prediction method seem adoq=t in

regard to safety. It my be possible to use the oba"ed Svw'd

Fish curves to exten the curen prediction curves, as a

longer period of M vas dstained.

The height of the base srge is difficult to predict, as

It depends to a lrge extent on stewologic1 cod-tioss.

Reference 4 states that a =dnn heigt of from 100r to 2000

feet sho%%ld be expected from a deep bwstand the =ulna

Msured Svid Fish height vus 1325 feet, althonu it vas

probably still ineasing Aien the surge becsame tooe diffuse

to Measure.

4.3.4& Foa Patch. The predicted uadinnm dismea at the

fosa patch vs 10,000 to 12,000 feet, and us based an the
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mim observed dineter of 'Wahoo. fth miau observed

dinter of the Sor~l Fish fam patch vs 3.1,600 feet at ten

zlnt.s, after the bust,. ad It vs stil andng at this

t .. Tae pr lelc , ifki crude, appears to be adequate
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CMUER 5

CQNCLUSIONS AND REC MINDATIONS

5.1 CONCLUSIONS

The success of the project may be evaluated by comparing

the results with the objectives presented in Chapter 1. An

excellent set of photographic records was obtained, and an

adequate number of measurements were made. The only phenomenon

not fully documented was the base surge, but Sword Fish was the

first nuclear test in which the rectification of the oblique

photographs of the base surge was successfully accomplished.

Considerable knowledge of this technique was gained for

application to other tests of this nature.

The determination of yield, depth of burst, and bubble

period from the surface-phenomena measurements was partially

successful. However, it revealed areas where current knowledge

is not adequate and where accurate measurements must be made in

order to obtain reasonable results, particularly in determining

the yield. For example, the measured initial spray dome

velocity was 12 percent high, yet it produced a yield estimate

31 percent higher than the reported radiochemical yield.

The positions of the ships and platforms in the towed array

ere determined successfully, although the positions after the

burst could not be determined relative to surface zero as its
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location was not known. In addition, it was possible to

estimates at least crudely, the motion of the tow subsequent to

the burst, Information on the flight time, sinking time, and

miss dLstance of the ASROC was also obtained.

The determination of arrival times of the surface phenomena

at various stations was Partially successful. An insufficient

amount of the base-surge data needed to obtain arrival times of

this phenomenon at coracles and platforms was obtained.

Although not attempted in this report, some correlation between

the nuclear radiation recorded at the downwind stations by

Project 2.1 and the partial contours presented in this report

can probably be found. However, the upwind coracles and

platforms were in a pocket of the surge, and it was impossible

to determine the base-surge growth within this po-':et.

The final objective of this project was to make the Sword

Fish results available for improving the existing surface-

phenomena scaling and preliztion techniques. This objective

is met by publication o:' this report. No attempt to modify

the existing techniquez '-s been made,as such efforts are

beyond the scope of a 7,C.

The need for te:!. .1 photography, not only for the success

of this project but . :'o. the overall success of the

operation, was again .'.- . otrated on Sword Fish. Technical

photography from the z.*...e-d aircraft provided the locations
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of the elements in the instrumented array. These locations

vere needed by other projects in oder to analyze the data

obtained an these elements. Even the shi# locations obtained

by shock-vave arrival times, as reported in Reference 1,

depended on the photographically determined locations of the

close-in instrumentation. Pertinent informtion on the

performance of the missile, including flight time, sinking time,

and miss distance, were also obtained from the overhead cameras.

Infomation of this rature could not have been obtained

accurately by any other means. Many of the base-surge

measurements needed for scaling purposes were obtained from

the overhead and oblique aerial camera stations. Because of

the irregular shape and- cloud-like structure of the surge, this

information cannot be obtained with sufficient accuracy by

cameras located only on ships.

5.2 ECOMNWIONS

In spite -f the general success of the project, there are

several irprovements which should be considered for future

ruiclear tests, if conducted. An increased amount of vertical

photography is needed to obtain a complete outline of both the

inner and outer dimensions of the base surge. Because at best

the overhead photography is intermittent, provisions should also

be made to obtain complete contours by means of rectification
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of oblique photographs. In this respect, helicopters should be

investigated for use as camera platforms. Their ability to

hover yields several advantages over a conventional aircraf

-hose position is constantly changing. The use of helicqpters

would possibly remove the necessity for radar tracking of these

stations.

If other operational-effecta tests simzar to Sword Fish

are conducted, improved methods of operating and ai m4 the

surface cameras should be investigated. One suggestion is

presented in Appendix C; another method mighb be to mt the

cameras on gun turrets or platforms. Methods of protecting the

photographers eyes from possible retinal burns hile viewing

the target also require further Investigation.

It is possible that the methods used in this report can

be employed to rectify oblique photographs obtained on previous

underwater nuclear tests,such as Crossroads Baker. It is

recocmended that these photographs be re-evaluated and, if

possible, rectified.

Additional work is needed on some of the prediction methods

currently used. The results of Sward Fish probably can be used

to extend the base-surge prediction curves for the deep-burst

category. Prediction methods for the spray dome also require

modification.
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A need for additiinal weapon-effects tests under carefully

controlled conditions still exists. If such tests are conducted,

they should be adertely funded and have sufficient preparation

time. In addition; the firing schedule must be as flexible as

possible to insure that the* optimum amount of data is obtained.

An inortant consideration in regard to scheduling is the

need for a minImum amount of low cloud cover. On Sword Fish,

small cumilus clouds obscured part of the base surge as seen

from the air and resulted in a minor loss of data. If the

amount of low clouds had been greater, the loss of measurements

of the array and of the phenomena could have had serious

consequences. A considerable period of del 7 would be

Justified in order to avoid such an occurrence.
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APPENDIX A

GLMSSARY OF S FACE-PN TNAER

Ae.oeol Crovi, The cauliflower cloud from a very shallow high-

explosive underwater burst. See "Smoke Crown".

Air Blast Slick. An expandilng 'hite disk on the water surface

iihoee leading edge follows closely behind the

intersection of the air shock wave with the

water. The ihiteness results fro the

generation of spray by the air shock passage.

Base Surge. A toroidal cloud which forms when the colm

fro a shallow burst or the plumes from a deep

burst collapse and break up into spray. The

cloud expands radially along the surface of

the ater, gradually breaking up into separate

lobes. On a nuclear burst, part of the

radioactive fission debris becoss mixed with

the water droplets in the base surge. When

the water evaporates, the fission products

remain as an invisible cloud or aerosol which

continues to expend. The term "base surge"

applies to both the visible and invisible

clouds. The upwind extent of the surge is

measured from surface zero and represents the

maximU growth of any lobe in that direction.
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Base Surge (Cont'd) The crosevind extent is measured

perpendicular to the axis of drift, and

represents the maxcima sideward growth of ar

lobe. The downwind extent is measured from

surface zero and represents the mxtmnm growth

of ax lobe in that direction. The average

radius is the average of all radii measured

from the center of the surge. These values

are all functions of time. For measurement

purposes, a line encompassine all the surge

extremities is drawn (see Figure A.1).

Black Ring. See "Irk Ring".

Blow-In. The movement of air into the column if the

column walls rupture when the enclosed

explosion-bubble contents are below

atmospheric pressure. See "Shallow Burst".

Blowout. The escape of eplosion-bubble contents to

the atmosphere at high pressure, leading to

the formation of a cauliflower cloud

considerably wider than the column. See

"Very Shallow Burst".

Bubble. The globe of gas, vapor, and eplosion

products wtich forms -vhen an explosion

occurs under ater.
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Carbon Slick. The black patch formed by a vy deep

high-explosive burst when the carbon rises

to the surface.

Cauliflover Cloud. The roughly spherical turbulent clod which

is formed above the column on a very shallow

nuclear burst.

Cavitation. The formtion of cavities, usually bubbles

of air or vater vapor, vhen water is

subjected to tensile forces.

Cavitation Pulse A ring of spray which forms when an underwater

Spray Ring. pressure pulse, wich is generated by the

collapse of a submerged cavitated region,

reaches the vater surface. The ring my be

beyond the extent of the primary spray dome.

Central Jet. The narrow vertical plume formed by the

convergence of the column walls above a

very shallow or shallow high-explosive burst.

Column. A hollow sheath of vater thrown upward by the

expanding explosion gases formed in a very

shallow or shallow burst. The column may be

-ylindrical or conical in shape.

Column Jets. Plumes vhich form on an expanding column.
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Condensation Cloud. A fog or mist hich forms in the rarefaction

phase of an air shock wave if adiabatic

expesion of the air cools it below the dew-

point temperature. Also called a

Wilson cloud.

Crack. A rapidly expanding vhite disk on the water

surface vhose leading edge follows closely

behind the intersection of the underwater

shock wave with the surface. The whiteness

is believed to be the cavitated region

caused by the tension ave vhich forms and

moves downward when the primary shock is

reflected from the surface.

Dark Ring. A dark circular region surrounding the spray

dome -here small isolated jets or spikes of

water can be seen if close-up photography

is available. The dark appearance i, an

optical effect caused by the reduced regular

reflection of light by the ruffled surface.

Under certain conditions of illumination,

the ring appears light instead of dark. The

ring does not change appreciably in diameter

after its formation.
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Deep Brst. An explosion at a depth geat enouah so that

the bubble caletes at least ce oecUlation

before it breaks through the surface.

lallout. The settling of vater drops, particulate

matter, or large muses of wter ejected into

the air by an explosion. Fallout implies a

purely vertical motior.n, except for wind drift,

such that falling mterial deposits directiy

onto an underlying surface. In a base surge,

on the other hand, the motion of drops or

perticles is predoinant1y horizontal.

Foam Patch. A white, roughJv circular, area remaining at

surface zero after the plumes have collapsed

and the surface has ceased to oscillate. The

hiteness results from foam and possibly spray

at the surface. The patch expands slowly

until it disappears.

Foam Ring. A roughly circular expanding ring of foam

remaining at surface zero after the plumes

have collapsed and the surface has ceased to

oscillate. The ring may constitute the last

visible evidence of a foam patch.

Ground Zero. See "Surface Zero".
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Invisible Base Surge. See "Base Surge".

Moumd. The roughly heispkerical upw3l ng of

wtfr appearing after a deep high-exlasive

test If the bubble arrives at the surface

intct, but Vith no appreciable oscif ticu.

Near Surface A nclear burst ihich is so shalljo that the

Undermter Burst. =ter above the explosion is entirely

vaporized.

Olique Plue. See "Eadial Plume".

Plume. A relatively broad jet or spout of ater

iihich disiutegrtes into spray as it travels

through the air. A plume resembles the

stream from a fire hose. It alTys has a

dense fluid core. Plms are generally

caused by the pulsation of a bubble in the

Vicizitiy of the surface and appear to erupt

from the surface. They also appear on the

expanding colmm formed by a very shallow or

shallow burst. More than ome phase of plume

development my be observed on a single

explosion.

Radial Plume. A plume vhich emerges from the uter surface

at any angle except a right angle.
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RaInot. The occurrence of rain from a base surge or

from the clouds forming above a base surge.

Secauy Plume. Plumes ihich fom vhen the wter at surface

Izero oscillates vertically following the

collapge of the primary plumes or colum.

These plumes I= during the rising phase

of an oscillation.

SecondAry Slicks. Slicks which form at the water surface with

the arrival of a bubble pulse or a bottom-

reflected shock wave.

Secondary Spra Spray doms hich form at the water surface

Deo. with the arrival of a bubble pulse cc a

bottom-reflected shock wve.

Secondary Surges. Base surges which fom hen the secondary

plumes collapse. These surges overtake

and merge with the primary base surge.

Shallow Iurst. A burst at a depth -hich is not sufficient

to permit the bubble to complete one

oscillation. In this case, the vter layer

above the explosion, or column, ruptures

while the bubble is exanding, but after the

bubble pressure has decreased below atmos eric

pressure, thus permitting the inflow of air.

See "Very Shallow Burst".
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Slick. A rapidly expanding ring of darkened wter

,which represents the intersection of the

expanding spherical underwater shock front

with the surface of the wter. In some cases

there is an apparent lightening of the water

instead of a darkening. The rate of

expansion is always in excess of the shock

velocity in water.

Smoke Crown. The cauliflower cloud from a very shallow

high-explosive underwater burst. This

terminoloy is used if black smoke is

visible in the crown. See "Aercsol Crown".

Spillout. The spilling over of plumes of water, possibly

mixed with bottom material, which occurs

around the lip cf the cavity formed in the

water by a very shallow or shallow burst.

These originate from the collapse of the lip.

Splash. A general term sometimes employed for the

surface phenomena of underwater explosions.

This has not achieved coon usage.

Spray Dwe. A white mound of spray -which forms above an

underwater explosion when the surface layer

rises upward and breaks up into jets, which
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Spray Dome subsequently disintegrate into ater

(Cont'd) droplets. The spray dome is caused by the

reflection of the underater shock veve. It

& probably contains a relatively small amount

of liquid water.

Stem. See "Column".

Surface Burst. An explosion precisely at the surface.

Surface Zero (SZ). The point on the surface of the land or water

vertically above or below the center of an

explosion; also called ground zero (GZ).

Surface Zero The time at which visible explosion effects

Time (SZT). appear at the ater surface (not including

underwater luminosity).

Throwout. The ejection of debris, weapon fragments,

stones, and other missiles by an explosion.

Total Containment The depth of burst from which the explosion

Depth. products do not rise to the surface in any

form.

Venting. The emergence or release of explosion products

to the air by any means (blowout, subsequent

to biow-in, mixed in plumes, etc.)

Vertical Plume. A plume which rises vertically from the water

surface.
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Very Deep An explosion at a great enough depth so that

Burst. the bubble breaks up, becomes a vortex ring,

or lwses its identity before reaching the

surface.

Very Shallow A burst which is shallow enough to permitIBurst. the explosion bubble contents to emerge at

high pressure when the water layer above the

burst ruptures. See "Blowout"'.

Wilson Cloud. See "Condensation Cloud".

CROWs WIND/~III)EXTENT

Figure~ ~ A. aesrgttt taeatrtoodhsbrknu)
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APPENDIX B

ENVIRO!E1AL DMTA

MYteoological Dt ta at 1300 PT (lRecorded on USa Miiicello)

Claud Coverage (total sq) 0.6
Cloud Coverage (above surface zero) 0.2
Claud Height 2000 feet
Visibility 15 miles
Barmetric Pressure 30.3 in. Hg
Air Temperature 60.5 degrees F
Wet Bulb Temperature 52.5 degrees F
Relative Humidity 58 percent
Surface Wind Direction (smoke plume on target) 310 degrees True
Surface Wind Speed (USS Agerhola) 10.5 knots
Surface Wind Speed (smoke plume on target) 10 knots

Upper Wind Observations at 1100 PE

Height Wind Direction Wind Velocity
feet degrees True knots

1000 350 O7
2000 320 08
3000 310 10
4000 290 10
5000 270 09

Oceanographic Dta

Waves 3 feet high, crest to trough, frou NW
Swells i to 6 feet hih fro NW
Surface Current 0.5 knot fro 33 degrees True
Surface Sonic Velocity 4960 ft/sec
Depth of Water 2190 ± 10 fathoms
Water Temperature 63 degrees F
Salinity 33.54 parts/thousand

Radiosonde Data at 1700 PDT

Height Pressure Temperature Relative Humidity
feet millibars degrees F percent

Surface 1020 60.4 68
570 1000 57.6 67

3200 908 44.2 64
4770 850 37.2 76
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APPENDI C

AUTOICTING TI OMMAA WED ABOARD SHIP

by

Valmore F. DeVost, U. S. Naval Ordnance Iaboratory

The accuracy of field test data obtained photographically

depends to a large extent a the precision with vhich cameras

can be trained on the target. Project 1.2 manually trained

all its cameras. Generafl3y, if it is possible to get experienced

personnel to operate the cameras, this method is reasonably

satisfactory. However, iAhen cameras must be operated from

the WNing deck of a ship and the possibility of an

accidental air burst exists, it would be desirable to control

the cameras autobatically.

It is suggested that on future tests, mhere combat ships

are used as a base of operations, ships' gun fire control

systems be utilized as camera platforms herever feasible.

On Sword Fish, for exanple, all destroyers were equipped

with Mark 37 Gun Fire Control Systems. The system's radar

My be utilized to support two or three large cameras,

similar to the 35m Mitchells used by Project 1.2, plus

several saller cameras. The system is equipped with power

to handle most camera requirements and has intercomunication

facilities.
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The technique of using gun fire control radar aboard

Naval ships to train cameras is not new. It is frequently

used by the fleet in photo triangulat Ion for anti-aircraft

gunnery exrcises (Reference 16). In this application one

camera is mounted on the ship's radar and locked on target

during the exercise. The Naval Ordnance Test Station at

Inyokern, California, uses a similar technique for their Radar Boresight

Camera Facility (Reference 17). On Sword Fish, a closed-circuit

TV camera was mounted directly to the Mk 37 radar reflector to

monitor the test from a safe location below decks. The system

gave near-perfect stabilization for even the close-up

(telescopic lens) coverage.

Figure C.A illustrates the general layout of the Mk 37

Fire Control Radar Turret and the proposed location of cameras.

The radar antenna provides the best mount for three-axis

stability. However, since the ships on most operations lay

broadside to the target, two-axis stability should provide

adequate coverage. The One-Man Control and the Range Finder

provide two-axis stability. It my be possible to mount

cameras in place of the pointers and trainers telescopes.

Estimates of the allowable loads for each of the stations

are as follows: (1) Pointers and trainers telescopes,

30 pounds; (2) One-man control, 30 pounds; (3) Radar

antenna, 100 pounds; and (4) Range finder, 200 pounds.
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If it is necessaxy to support heav Ier loads from the

antenna to maintain thxee-axs stability, the caera platform

may be designed to rest on the turret. Controlling the

platform attitude to coincide with the radar my be

accomplished by coupling the platform to the radar control

linkage.

Cameras must be installed at a safe distance fron the

radar reflector to avoid film radiation, or the cameras mast

be shielded. Cameras installed on the Range Finders must be

secured with vide clamp bands to prevent damage to the

insulation which covers the device.

Monitoring the position of cameras on a fire control

system with closed-circuit TV would make it possible to

continuously check the system and give added assurance that

cameras were properly trained. Despite the shortcmings of

TV photography for such tests, taped TV coverage would provide

adequate back-up should conventional photography fail. The

system may also have some value in providing quick-look

inf ormation.
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